
Jungle Collage

Jungle Collage is a really fun way to use up old magazines 
and household junk, like small boxes and loo roll innards to 
create an awesome scene you can use to play with!

Tools and Materials:

- Small Boxes (cereal bars 
are a good one to use!)

- Loo Roll Innards
- Scissors
- Sellotape and Prittstick
- Magazines to collage 
- Large piece of card or a 

cardboard box to use as 
the base for your work

- Pencil to draw. Colouring 
Pencils or Felt Tips if you 
want a bold outline



So to start line your junk up on your paper to decide where 
you want it to go, what can you make? Cave? Hill top? 
Waterfall? It is best to sellotape it to the paper for added 
security but you can prittstick the back too to make sure it 
is stuck!



We decided to cut one of our loo roll innards in half to make 
a taller tree

You can also stick a loo roll innard on whole to one of the 
boxes you have already attached to try and create a 3D tree 
you can add leaves to it to add some depth to your collage



Although we are collaging bits from magazines you can 
draw your own animals to live in your jungle scene!

Don’t forget to cut them out when 
done, with things like the tigers 
whiskers you can always cut a 
bubble round as it is a bit tricky!



Now have a look through your magazine to see what 
images or colours you want to use for the background



Once you are happy with all your background images you 
can start sticking them down, prittstick is best for the 
background we found



Now you have your background you can start looking for 
animals and other things you would like to add such as 
flowers or butterflies from magazines (as well as your drawn 
ones!)



Looking at the items you cut out, try and think where they 
look best, like long pictures might be good to use to cover 
trees

Once you are happy with          
their position you can glue or  
sellotape them down 
depending where they are 
going 

You don’t have to stick your 
animals flat, we made our 
snake look like he was  
wriggling off the paper. 
Just make sure enough is 
stuck down so you don’t 
lose any of your animals!



And there you have your very own Jungle Collage

You could also bend it round to be a more dense jungle or 
add in some figures like one of the ones we made earlier

Happy creating!


